A method is disclosed for the operation of a converter circuit, wherein the converter circuit has a converter unit having a multiplicity of actuable power semiconductor switches and an LCL filter which is connected to each phase connection of the converter unit, in which the actuable power semiconductor switches are actuated by means of an actuation signal (S) formed from a hysteresis active power value ($d_{P}$) from a hysteresis reactive power value ($d_{Q}$) and from a selected flux sector ($B_{f}$). The hysteresis active power value ($d_{P}$) is formed from a differential active power value ($P_{diff}$). In addition, the hysteresis reactive power value ($d_{Q}$) is formed from a differential reactive power value ($Q_{diff}$). An apparatus for carrying out the method is also disclosed.
METHOD FOR OPERATING A CONVERTER CIRCUIT AND APPARATUS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE METHOD

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation application under 35 U.S.C. §120 to of PCT/EP2007/059727 filed as an International Application on Sep. 14, 2007 designating the U.S., which claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. §119 of U.S. Provisional Patent No. 60/844,675 filed on Sep. 15, 2006, the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference in their entires.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the field of power electronics. It is based on a method for the operation of a converter circuit and on an apparatus for carrying out the method.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Known converter circuits comprise a converter unit having a multiplicity of actuable power semiconductor switches which are connected up in known fashion for the purpose of switching at least two switching voltage levels. Each phase connection of the converter unit has an LCL filter connected to it. The converter unit also has a capacitive energy store connected to it, which is commonly formed by one or more capacitors. For the operation of the converter circuit, an apparatus is provided which has a control device for producing a hysteresis active power value, a hysteresis reactive power value and a selected flux sector which is connected to the actuable power semiconductor switches via an actuation circuit for forming an actuation signal from the hysteresis active power value, the hysteresis reactive power value and the selected flux sector. The actuation signal is therefore used to actuate the power semiconductor switches.

A problem of a converter circuit as mentioned above is that the LCL filters can cause permanent distortion, i.e. undesirable oscillations, in the filter output currents and filter output voltages on account of resonant oscillations in the LCL filters, as shown in a common time profile for filter output currents in FIG. 3. In an electrical AC voltage system, which is typically connected to the filter outputs, or when an electrical load is connected to the filter outputs, such distortions can result in damage or even destruction and are therefore highly undesirable.

SUMMARY

Exemplary embodiments disclosed herein are directed to a method for the operation of a converter circuit which can be used to actively damp distortions caused by LCL filters connected to the converter circuit in the filter output currents and filter output voltages. Additional exemplary embodiments disclosed herein are directed to an apparatus which can be used to carry out the method particularly easily . . . .

A method for the operation of a converter circuit is disclosed, wherein the converter circuit has a converter unit having a multiplicity of actuable power semiconductor switches and an LCL filter which is connected to each phase connection of the converter unit, in which the actuable power semiconductor switches are actuated by means of an actuation signal (S) formed from a hysteresis active power value (d_P) and from a hysteresis reactive power value (d_Q) and from a selected flux sector (θ_P), wherein the hysteresis active power value (d_P) is formed from a differential active power value (P_dref) by means of a first hysteresis controller, wherein the differential active power value (P_dref) is formed from the subtraction of an estimated active power value (P_e) and a damping active power value (P_d), a reference active power value (P_ref), wherein the damping active power value (P_d) is formed from a multiplication, divided by an adjustable damping factor (k_d), of a low-pass-filtered d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages (u_{ref_d}) by a d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages (u_{ref_d}), which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents (i_{ref_d}, i_{ref_q}, i_{g_d}, i_{g_q}), wherein the hysteresis reactive power value (d_Q) is formed from a differential reactive power value (Q_dref) by means of a second hysteresis controller, wherein the differential reactive power value (Q_dref) is formed from the subtraction of an estimated reactive power value (Q_e) and a damping reactive power value (Q_d), wherein the damping reactive power value (Q_d) is formed from a negative multiplication, divided by the adjustable damping factor (k_d), of a low-pass-filtered d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages (u_{ref_d}) by a q-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages (u_{ref_q}) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents (i_{ref_d}, i_{ref_q}, i_{g_d}, i_{g_q}).

An apparatus for carrying out a method for the operation of a converter circuit is disclosed, wherein the converter circuit has a converter unit having a multiplicity of actuable power semiconductor switches and an LCL filter which is connected to each phase connection of the converter unit, having a control device which is used to produce a hysteresis active power value (d_P), a hysteresis reactive power value (d_Q) and a selected flux sector (θ_P) and which is connected to the actuable power semiconductor switches via an actuation circuit for forming an actuation signal (S), wherein the control device comprises: a first computation unit for forming the hysteresis active power value (d_P), the hysteresis reactive power value (d_Q) and the selected flux sector (θ_P), wherein the first computation unit has a first hysteresis controller for forming the hysteresis active power value (d_P) from a differential active power value (P_dref), a second hysteresis controller for forming the hysteresis reactive power value (d_Q) from a differential reactive power value (Q_dref) and a vector allocator for forming the selected flux sector (θ_P), a first summator for forming the differential active power value (P_dref) from an estimated active power value (P_e) and a damping active power value (P_d), a second summator for forming the differential reactive power value (Q_dref) from an estimated reactive power value (Q_e) and a damping reactive power value (Q_d), a vector allocator for forming the hysteresis active power value (d_P), the hysteresis reactive power value (d_Q) and the selected flux sector (θ_P) and a first summator for forming the differential active power value (P_dref) from an estimated active power value (P_e) and a damping active power value (P_d), a second summator for forming the differential reactive power value (Q_dref) from an estimated reactive power value (Q_e) and a damping reactive power value (Q_d), a vector allocator for forming the hysteresis active power value (d_P), the hysteresis reactive power value (d_Q) and the selected flux sector (θ_P) and a first summator for forming the differential active power value (P_dref) from an estimated active power value (P_e) and a damping active power value (P_d), a second summator for forming the differential reactive power value (Q_dref) from an estimated reactive power value (Q_e) and a damping reactive power value (Q_d).
nature of filter capacitance voltages \( u_{dc,fc} \) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \( i_k, i_g, i_{dc} \).

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

In the drawings:
- FIG. 1 shows an exemplary embodiment of an apparatus for carrying out the disclosed method for the operation of a converter circuit,
- FIG. 2 shows an exemplary embodiment of a seventh computation unit,
- FIG. 3 shows a common time profile for the filter output currents,
- FIG. 4 shows an exemplary time profile for the filter output currents with active damping according to the disclosed method, and
- FIG. 5 shows an exemplary embodiment of a second computation unit.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

An exemplary converter circuit has a converter unit having a multiplicity of actutable power semiconductor switches and an LCL filter which is connected to each phase connection of the converter unit. In an exemplary method for the operation of the converter circuit, the actutable power semiconductor switches are now actuated by means of an actuation signal formed from a hysteresis active power value, from a hysteresis reactive power value, and from a selected flux sector. In line with the disclosure, the hysteresis active power value is formed from a differential active power value by means of a first hysteresis controller, and the differential active power value is formed from the subtraction of an estimated active power value and a damping active power value from a reference active power value, wherein the damping active power value is formed from a multiplication, divided by an adjustable damping factor, of a low-pass-filtered \( d \)-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages by a \( d \)-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents. In addition, the hysteresis reactive power value is formed from a differential reactive power value by means of a second hysteresis controller, and the differential reactive power value is formed from the subtraction of an estimated reactive power value and a damping reactive power value from a reference reactive power value, wherein the damping reactive power value is formed from a negative multiplication, divided by the adjustable damping factor, of a low-pass-filtered \( d \)-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages by a \( q \)-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents.

The damping active power value and the damping reactive power value can provide active damping for distortions, i.e. undesirable oscillations, in the filter output currents and filter output voltages, which means that these distortions are greatly reduced and at best are largely suppressed. A further advantage of the method according to the disclosure is that it is not necessary to connect a discrete, space-taking, complex and hence expensive damping resistor to the respective phase connection in order to be able to effectively damp the undesirable distortions.

An exemplary embodiment of the apparatus for carrying out the disclosed method for the operation of the converter circuit has a control device which is used to produce a hysteresis active power value, a hysteresis reactive power value and a selected flux sector and which is connected to the actutable power semiconductor switches via an actuation circuit for forming an actuation signal. In line with the disclosure, the control device comprises a first computation unit for forming the hysteresis active power value, the hysteresis reactive power value and the selected flux sector, wherein the first computation unit has a first hysteresis controller for forming the hysteresis active power value from a differential active power value, a second hysteresis controller for forming the hysteresis reactive power value from a differential reactive power value and a vector allocator for forming the selected flux sector. In addition, the control device comprises a first summator for forming the differential active power value from the subtraction of an estimated active power value and a damping active power value from a reference active power value and a second summator for forming the differential reactive power value from the subtraction of an estimated reactive power value and a damping reactive power value from a reference reactive power value. Furthermore, the control device comprises a second computation unit for forming the damping active power value and the damping reactive power value, wherein the damping active power value is formed from the multiplication, divided by the adjustable damping factor, of the low-pass-filtered \( d \)-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages by the \( d \)-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents. The damping reactive power value is also formed from the multiplication, divided by the adjustable damping factor, of the low-pass-filtered \( q \)-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages by the \( q \)-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents.

The exemplary embodiment of the apparatus for carrying out the disclosed method for the operation of the converter circuit can therefore be implemented very easily and inexpensively, since the circuit complexity can be kept extremely low and also a small number of components is required for the design. This apparatus can therefore be used to carry out the method according to the disclosure particularly easily.

These and further objects, advantages and features of the present disclosure become obvious from the detailed description below of exemplary embodiments of the disclosure in conjunction with the drawing.

The reference symbols used in the drawing and their meaning are listed in summary in the list of reference symbols. In principle, identical parts are provided with the same reference symbols in the figures. The embodiments described are examples of the subject matter of the disclosure and are not limiting.

FIG. 1 shows an exemplary embodiment of an apparatus for carrying out the disclosed method for the operation of a converter circuit. The converter circuit in FIG. 1 has a converter unit 1 having a multiplicity of actutable power semiconductor switches and an LCL filter 3 which is connected to each phase connection 2 of the converter unit 1. Accordingly, each LCL filter 3 has a first filter inductance \( I_{f1} \), a second filter inductance \( I_{f2} \) and a filter capacitance \( C_f \) wherein the first filter inductance \( I_{f1} \) is connected to the associated phase connection 2 of the converter unit 1, to the second filter inductance \( I_{f2} \), and to the filter capacitance \( C_f \). In addition, the filter capacitance \( C_f \) of the individual LCL filters 3 are connected to one another. In FIG. 1, the converter unit 1 is of three-phase...
design by way of example. It should be mentioned that the converter unit I may generally be in the form of any converter unit for switching ±2 switching voltage levels (multi level converter circuit) in respect of the voltage of a capacitive energy store 19 connected to the converter unit I, in which case the capacitive energy store 19 is then formed by any number of capacitances, which capacitances are then connected up so as to match the component converter circuit of appropriate design.

An exemplary method for the operation of the converter circuit now involves the actuable power semiconductor switches of the converter unit I being actuated by means of an actuation signal S formed from a hysteresis active power value \(d_p\) from a hysteresis reactive power value \(d_q\) and from a selected flux sector \(\theta_0\). The actuation signal is commonly formed using an association table (look-up table), in which hysteresis active power values \(d_p\), hysteresis reactive power values \(d_q\) and selected flux sectors \(\theta_0\) are firmly associated with appropriate actuation signals S, or a modulator, which is based on pulse width modulation. In line with the disclosure, the hysteresis active power value \(d_p\) is formed from a differential active power value \(P_{\text{diff}}\) by means of a first hysteresis controller 16, as shown in FIG. 1. In addition, the differential active power value \(P_{\text{diff}}\) is formed from a subtraction of an estimated active power value \(P\) and a damping active power value \(P_{\text{damp}}\) from a reference active power value \(P_{\text{ref}}\), wherein the damping active power value \(P_{\text{damp}}\) is formed from a multiplication, divided by an adjustable damping factor \(k_p\), of a low-pass-filtered d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages \(u_{\text{RFCf}}\) by a d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages \(u_{\text{GCGC}}\), which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \(i_{g1}\), \(i_{g2}\), \(i_{g3}\), as illustrated particularly by the formula below.

\[
P_{\text{diff}}(u_{\text{RFCf}}u_{\text{GCGC}})k_p
\]

The reference active power value \(P_{\text{ref}}\) is freely adjustable and is the setpoint value for the active power intended to be applied to the output of the LCL filters 3. In addition, the hysteresis reactive power value \(d_q\) is formed from a differential reactive power value \(Q_{\text{diff}}\) by means of a second hysteresis controller 17, and the differential reactive power value \(Q_{\text{diff}}\) is formed from a subtraction of an estimated reactive power value \(Q\) and a damping reactive power value \(Q_{\text{damp}}\) from a reference reactive power value \(Q_{\text{ref}}\), wherein the damping reactive power value \(Q_{\text{damp}}\) is formed from a negative multiplication, divided by the adjustable damping factor \(k_q\), of the low-pass-filtered d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages \(u_{\text{RFCf}}\) by a q-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages \(u_{\text{GCGC}}\), which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \(i_{g1}\), \(i_{g2}\), \(i_{g3}\), as illustrated particularly by the formula below.

\[
Q_{\text{diff}}(u_{\text{RFCf}}u_{\text{GCGC}})k_q
\]

The reference reactive power value \(Q_{\text{ref}}\) is freely adjustable and is the setpoint value for the reactive power intended to be applied to the output of the LCL filters 3.

It should be mentioned that the space vector transformation is defined as follows:

\[
\vec{x} = (x_a, x_b, x_c)
\]

where \(x\) is a complex variable, \(x_a\) is the \(a\)-component of the space vector transformation of the variable \(x\), and \(x_b\) is the \(b\)-component of the space vector transformation of the variable \(x\). All the space vector transformations already mentioned and yet to be mentioned below for variables are produced according to the abovementioned formula.

The damping active power value \(P_{\text{damp}}\) and the damping reactive power value \(Q_{\text{damp}}\) can advantageously provide active damping for distortions, i.e. undesirable oscillations, in the filter output currents \(i_{g1}\), \(i_{g2}\), \(i_{g3}\) and filter output voltages, which means that these distortions are greatly reduced and at best are largely suppressed. A further advantage of the method according to the disclosure is that it is not necessary to connect a discrete, space-taking, complex and hence expensive damping resistor to the respective phase connection 2 in order to be able to effectively damp the undesirable distortions.

According to FIG. 1, the exemplary embodiment of the apparatus for carrying out the disclosed method for the operation of a converter circuit has, to this end, a control device 4 which is used to produce the hysteresis active power value \(d_p\), the hysteresis reactive power value \(d_q\), and the selected flux sector \(\theta_0\), and which is connected to the actuable semiconductor switches via an actuation circuit 5 for forming an actuation signal S. By way of example, the actuation circuit 5 comprises an association table (look-up table), in which hysteresis active power values \(d_p\), hysteresis reactive power values \(d_q\) and selected flux sectors \(\theta_0\) are firmly associated with appropriate actuation signals S, or a modulator, which is based on pulse width modulation. In line with the disclosure, the control device 4 comprises a first computation unit 6 for forming the hysteresis active power value \(d_p\), the hysteresis reactive power value \(d_q\), and the selected flux sector \(\theta_0\), wherein the first computation unit 6 has the first hysteresis controller 16 for forming the hysteresis active power value \(d_p\), the differential active power value \(P_{\text{diff}}\), the second hysteresis controller 17 for forming the hysteresis reactive power value \(d_q\), and a vector allocator 18 for forming the selected flux sector \(\theta_0\). In addition, the control device 4 comprises a first summator 7 for forming the differential active power value \(P_{\text{damp}}\) from the subtraction of the estimated active power value \(P\) and the damping active power value \(P_{\text{damp}}\) from a reference active power value \(P_{\text{ref}}\) and a second summator 8 for forming the differential reactive power value \(Q_{\text{damp}}\) from the subtraction of the estimated reactive power value \(Q\) and the damping reactive power value \(Q_{\text{damp}}\) from a reference reactive power value \(Q_{\text{ref}}\). In addition, the control device 4 comprises a second computation unit 9 for forming the damping active power value \(P_{\text{damp}}\) and the damping reactive power value \(Q_{\text{damp}}\), wherein the damping active power value \(P_{\text{damp}}\) is formed from the multiplication, divided by the adjustable damping factor \(k_p\), of the low-pass-filtered d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages \(u_{\text{RFCf}}\) by a d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages \(u_{\text{GCGC}}\), which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \(i_{g1}\), \(i_{g2}\), \(i_{g3}\), and the damping reactive power value \(Q_{\text{damp}}\) is formed from the negative multiplication, divided by the adjustable damping factor \(k_q\), of the low-pass-filtered d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages \(u_{\text{RFCf}}\) by a Q-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages \(u_{\text{GCGC}}\), which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \(i_{g1}\), \(i_{g2}\), \(i_{g3}\).

The exemplary embodiment of the apparatus for carrying out the method for the operation of the converter circuit is accordingly very simple and inexpensive to implement, since the circuit complexity can be kept extremely low and also only a small number of components is required for the design. This apparatus can therefore be used to carry out the method according to the disclosure particularly easily.
It should be mentioned that the Park-Clark transformation is generally defined as
\[ \mathbf{\tilde{x}} = \mathbf{Q}_{\text{PC}} \mathbf{x}, \]
where \( x \) is a complex variable, \( x_{\text{d}} \) is the d-component of the Park-Clark transformation of the variable \( x \) and \( x_{\text{q}} \) is the q-component of the Park-Clark transformation of the variable \( x \). Advantageously, the Park-Clark transformation involves transformation not only of the fundamental of the complex variable \( x \) but also of all harmonics of the complex variable \( x \) which arise.

The low-pass-filtered d-component of the Park-Clark transformation of filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{dCGf}} \) is the d-component of the Park-Clark transformation of filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{dCG}} \) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \( i_{\text{d1}}, i_{\text{d2}}, i_{\text{d3}} \) and the q-component of the Park-Clark transformation of filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{qCGf}} \) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \( i_{\text{q1}}, i_{\text{q2}}, i_{\text{q3}} \). To better illustrate the formation of the damping active power value \( P_d \) and of the damping reactive power value \( Q_d \), FIG. 5 shows an embodiment of the second computation unit \( 9 \) for this purpose, which also shows the formation of the low-pass-filtered d-component of the Park-Clark transformation of filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{dCGf}} \) of the d-component of the Park-Clark transformation of filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{dCG}} \) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \( i_{\text{d1}}, i_{\text{d2}}, i_{\text{d3}} \) and of the q-component of the Park-Clark transformation of filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{qCGf}} \) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \( i_{\text{q1}}, i_{\text{q2}}, i_{\text{q3}} \), from the filter capacitance currents \( i_{\text{d1}}, i_{\text{d2}}, i_{\text{d3}} \), of the filter capacitance currents \( i_{\text{q1}}, i_{\text{q2}}, i_{\text{q3}} \).

According to FIG. 5, first of all the \( \alpha \)-component and the \( \beta \)-component of the space vector transformation of the filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{CGf}} \) are formed from supplied filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{CG}} \), which are means of space vector transformation. Thereafter, the d-component and the q-component of the space vector transformation of the filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{CGf}} \) are integrated, so as to obtain the d-component \( u_{\text{dCGf}} \) and the q-component \( u_{\text{qCGf}} \) of the space vector transformation of the filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{CGf}} \). Thereafter, the d-component of the Park-Clark transformation of the filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{dPCCGf}} \) is filtered by means of a low-pass filter, so that said low-pass-filtered d-component of the Park-Clark transformation of the filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{dPCCGf}} \) is generated. Advantageously, the effective of the low-pass filtering is that the low-pass-filtered d-component of the Park-Clark transformation of filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{dPCCGf}} \) now has only one component of the fundamental for the filter output currents \( i_{\text{d1}}, i_{\text{d2}}, i_{\text{d3}} \), and accordingly all the harmonics are filtered out. In addition, filtering of the \( \alpha \)-component and of the \( \beta \)-component of the space vector transformation of the filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{CGf}} \) is in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \( i_{\text{d1}}, i_{\text{d2}}, i_{\text{d3}} \) using a band-stop filter produces an \( \alpha \)-component and a \( \beta \)-component of the space vector transformation of the filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{CG}} \), which have been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \( i_{\text{d1}}, i_{\text{d2}}, i_{\text{d3}} \). Advantageously, the effect of the filtering is that the \( \alpha \)-component and \( \beta \)-component of the space vector transformation of the filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{CGf}} \) which have been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \( i_{\text{d1}}, i_{\text{d2}}, i_{\text{d3}} \). Advantageously, the component of the fundamental for the filter output currents \( i_{\text{d1}}, i_{\text{d2}}, i_{\text{d3}} \) advantageously corresponds to a resonant frequency on the basis of the second filter inductance \( L_{\text{f2}} \) and the filter capacitance \( C_{\text{f}} \) which is then obtained as

\[ \omega = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L_{\text{f2}} C_{\text{f}}}}. \]

Thereafter, according to FIG. 5, the \( \alpha \)-component and the \( \beta \)-component of the space vector transformation of the filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{CGf}} \) which have been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \( i_{\text{d1}}, i_{\text{d2}}, i_{\text{d3}} \) are subjected to Park-Clark transformation, as a result of which said d-component of the Park-Clark transformation of filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{dPCCGf}} \) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \( i_{\text{d1}}, i_{\text{d2}}, i_{\text{d3}} \) and the q-component of the Park-Clark transformation of filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{qPCCGf}} \) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \( i_{\text{d1}}, i_{\text{d2}}, i_{\text{d3}} \) are then produced. According to FIG. 5, the formulae already explained in detail above are then used to form the damping active power value \( P_d \) from the multiplication, divided by the adjustable damping factor \( k_p \) of the low-pass-filtered d-component of the Park-Clark transformation of filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{dPCCGf}} \) by the d-component of the Park-Clark transformation of filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{dCGf}} \) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \( i_{\text{d1}}, i_{\text{d2}}, i_{\text{d3}} \) and to form the damping reactive power value \( Q_d \), the negative multiplication, divided by the adjustable damping factor \( k_p \) of the low-pass-filtered d-component of the Park-Clark transformation of filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{qPCCGf}} \) by the q-component of the Park-Clark transformation of filter capacitance voltages \( u_{\text{qCGf}} \) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \( i_{\text{d1}}, i_{\text{d2}}, i_{\text{d3}} \).

The estimated active power value \( P \) and the estimated reactive power value \( Q \) which have already been mentioned above, are respectively formed from an \( \alpha \)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents \( i_{\text{dCGf}} \) from a \( \beta \)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents \( i_{\text{qCGf}} \), from an \( \alpha \)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes \( \psi_{\text{d}} \), and from a \( \beta \)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes \( \psi_{\text{q}} \), as illustrated particularly by the formulae below.

\[ P = \|\mathbf{Q}_{\text{dCGf}}\|^2 e^{-\text{j}\theta_{\text{dCGf}}} \|\psi_{\text{d}}\|^2 \]
\[ Q = \|\mathbf{Q}_{\text{qCGf}}\|^2 e^{-\text{j}\theta_{\text{qCGf}}} \|\psi_{\text{q}}\|^2 \]

For the purpose of forming the estimated active power value \( P \) and the estimated reactive power value \( Q \), the control device 4 shown in FIG. 1 has a third computation unit 10 which is used to calculate the estimated active power value \( P \) and the estimated reactive power value \( Q \) in each case on the basis of the associated formula cited above.

The \( \alpha \)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes \( \psi_{\text{d}} \) is formed from an \( \alpha \)-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes \( \psi_{\text{CGf}} \) and from the \( \alpha \)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents \( i_{\text{dCGf}} \) as illustrated particularly by the formulae below.

\[ \psi_{\text{d}} = \|\mathbf{Q}_{\text{dCGf}}\|^2 e^{-\text{j}\theta_{\text{dCGf}}} \|\psi_{\text{d}}\|^2 \]

In addition, the \( \beta \)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes \( \psi_{\text{q}} \) is formed from a \( \beta \)-compo-
ment of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes $\psi_{CR}$ and from the $\beta$-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents $i_{Lgb}$, as illustrated particularly by the formula below.

$$\psi_{CR} = i_{Lgb} - i_{Lgb}$$

For the purpose of forming the $\alpha$-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes $\psi_{Lag}$ and the $\beta$-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes $\psi_{Lcg}$, the control device 4 shown in FIG. 1 has a fourth computation unit 11, which is used to calculate the $\alpha$-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes $\psi_{Lag}$ and the $\beta$-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes $\psi_{Lcg}$ in each case on the basis of the associated formula cited above.

The $\alpha$-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents $i_{Lga}$, is formed from the $\alpha$-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents $i_{Lag}$, which is formed by space vector transformation of the phase connection currents $i_{Lag1}, i_{Lag2}, i_{Lag3}$ measured in line with FIG. 1, and from the $\alpha$-component of the space vector transformation of the filter capacitance currents $i_{Lga}$, which is formed by space vector transformation of the filter capacitance currents $i_{Lag1}, i_{Lag2}, i_{Lag3}$ measured in line with FIG. 1, by means of summation. In addition, the $\beta$-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents $i_{Lgb}$ is formed from the $\beta$-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents $i_{Lg}$, which is formed by space vector transformation of the phase connection currents $i_{Lg1}, i_{Lg2}, i_{Lg3}$ measured in line with FIG. 1, and from the $\beta$-component of the space vector transformation of the filter capacitance currents $i_{Lgb}$, which is formed by space vector transformation of the filter capacitance currents $i_{Lg1}, i_{Lg2}, i_{Lg3}$ and also of the other space-vector-transformed variables is effected or can be effected within an associated computation unit 9, 10, 13, 14 or separately in a space vector transformation unit provided separately for this purpose.

The $\alpha$-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes $\psi_{CR}$ in turn is formed from a present DC voltage value $u_{Lag}$, for the capacitive energy store 19 connected to the converter unit 1, from the actuation signal $S$ and from the $\alpha$-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents $i_{Lag}$, as illustrated particularly via the formula below, where $u_{Lag}$ is the $\alpha$-component of the phase connection voltage of the converter unit 1, said $x$-component being formed from the present DC voltage value $u_{Lag}$ and from the actuation signal.

$$\psi_{CR} = i_{Lga} - i_{Lga}$$

Accordingly, the $\beta$-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes $\psi_{CR}$ is formed from the present DC voltage value $u_{Lgb}$, of the capacitive energy store 19 connected to the converter unit 1, from the actuation signal $S$ and from the $\beta$-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents $i_{Lgb}$, wherein $S_{Lgb}$ is the $\beta$-component of the phase connection voltage of the converter unit 1, said $\beta$-component being formed from the present DC voltage value $u_{Lgb}$ and from the actuation signal.

$$\psi_{CR} = i_{Lgb} - i_{Lgb}$$

For the purpose of forming the $\alpha$-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes $\psi_{CR}$ and the $\beta$-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes $\psi_{CR}$, the control device 4 shown in FIG. 1 has a fifth computation unit 12 which is used to calculate the $\alpha$-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes $\psi_{CR}$ and the $\beta$-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes $\psi_{CR}$, in each case on the basis of the associated formula cited above.

The aforementioned differential reactive power value $Q_{diff}$ is formed by additionally adding a compensation reactive power value $Q_{comp}$, wherein the compensation reactive power value $Q_{comp}$ is formed by low-pass filtering of an estimated filter capacitance reactive power value $Q_{cr}$ using a low-pass filter 15. This advantageously prevents undesirably reactive power components from the LCL filters 3, particularly from the filter capacitances $C$ of the LCL filters 3, from being applied to the output of the LCL filters 3, so that it is possible to ensure that the output of the LCL filters 3 produces only a reactive power value corresponding to the adjusted reference reactive power value $Q_{cr}$. According to FIG. 1, the second summator 8 is additionally supplied with the compensation reactive power value $Q_{comp}$. In addition, the estimated filter capacitance reactive power value $Q_{cr}$ is formed from the $\alpha$-component of the space vector transformation of the filter capacitance currents $i_{Lag}$ from the $\beta$-component of the space vector transformation of the filter capacitance currents $i_{Lgb}$ from the $\alpha$-component of the space vector transformation of the estimated filter capacitance fluxes $\psi_{CR}$ and from the $\beta$-component of the space vector transformation of the estimated filter capacitance fluxes $\psi_{CR}$, as illustrated particularly by the formula below.

$$Q_{cr} = C_{Lag} \cdot \psi_{CR} + C_{Lgb} \cdot \psi_{CR}$$

For the purpose of forming the estimated filter capacitance reactive power value $Q_{cr}$ shown in FIG. 1, the control device 4 has a sixth computation unit 13 which is used to calculate the estimated filter capacitance reactive power value $Q_{cr}$ on the basis of the formula cited above.

The aforementioned differential active power value $P_{diff}$ is formed by additionally adding at least one compensation harmonic active power value $P_{h}$ for the fundamental of the filter output currents $i_{Lag1}, i_{Lag2}, i_{Lag3}$, in addition, the aforementioned differential reactive power value $Q_{diff}$ is formed by additionally adding at least one compensation harmonic reactive power value $Q_{h}$ for the fundamental of the filter output currents $i_{Lag1}, i_{Lag2}, i_{Lag3}$. According to FIG. 1, the first summator 7 is additionally supplied with the compensation harmonic active power value $P_{h}$ for the purpose of forming the differential active power value $P_{diff}$. Furthermore, the second summator 7 is additionally supplied with the compensation harmonic reactive power value $Q_{h}$ for the purpose of forming the differential reactive power value $Q_{diff}$ shown in FIG. 1. The compensation harmonic active power value $P_{h}$ and the compensation harmonic reactive power value $Q_{h}$ are respectively formed from the $\alpha$-component of the space vector transformation of the filter output currents $i_{Lag}$ from the $\beta$-component of the space vector transformation of the filter output currents $i_{Lag}$, from the $\alpha$-component of the space vector transformation of the filter output fluxes $\psi_{Lag}$ from the $\beta$-component of the space vector transformation of the filter output fluxes $\psi_{Lag}$ and from the fundamental angle $\alpha$ for the fundamental of the filter output currents $i_{Lag1}, i_{Lag2}, i_{Lag3}$. The fundamental angle $\alpha$ is provided for the computation units 9, 10, 13, 14 and the
vector allocator 18 shown in FIG. 1 by a phase locked loop (PLL). According to FIG. 1, the control device 4 has a seventh computation unit 14 for forming the compensation harmonic active power value P_h and the compensation harmonic reactive power value Q_h. FIG. 2 showing an embodiment of the seventh computation unit 14. The advantageous effect of adding or connecting at least one compensation harmonic active power value P_h and at least one compensation harmonic reactive power value Q_h for forming the differential active power value P_dif and at least one compensation harmonic reactive power value Q_dif is an active decrease in harmonics and hence overall a further improvement in the reduction of harmonics.

According to FIG. 2, first of all the α-component of the space vector transformation of the filter output currents i_{g,α} and the β-component of the space vector transformation of the filter output currents i_{g,β} are computed from supplied filter output currents i_{g,1}, i_{g,2}, i_{g,3} by means of space vector transformation. Subsequently, the α-component of the space vector transformation of the filter output currents i_{g,α} and the β-component of the space vector transformation of the filter output currents i_{g,β} are subjected to Park-Clarke transformation, low-pass filtering and are output as the α-component and the β-component and the standard deviation of the filter output currents i_{g,α}, i_{g,β}, i_{g,3}. The index h represents the h-th harmonic of this and subsequently mentioned variables, where h=1, 2, 3, . . . .

According to FIG. 2, the d-component and the q-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of the desired selected h-th harmonic of the filter output currents i_{g,α}, i_{g,β} are respectively adjusted to an associated prescribed reference value i_{*_{α,ref}}^{g}, i_{*_{β,ref}}^{g}, e.g., on the basis of a proportional integral characteristic, and then subjected to inverse Park-Clarke transformation, which forms an α-component of the space vector transformation of the h-th harmonic of reference filter output currents i_{*_{α,ref}}^{g} and a β-component of the space vector transformation of the h-th harmonic of reference filter output currents i_{*_{β,ref}}^{g}. Finally, the compensation harmonic active power value P_h and the compensation harmonic reactive power value Q_h are respectively calculated from the α-component of the space vector transformation of the h-th harmonic of reference filter output currents i_{*_{α,ref}}^{g} and the β-component of the space vector transformation of the h-th harmonic of reference filter output currents i_{*_{β,ref}}^{g} of the filter output fluxes ψ_{f,α,ref} and from the β-component of the space vector transformation of the filter output fluxes ψ_{f,β}, as illustrated particularly by the following formulae:

\[ P_{α} = \psi_{f,α}^{t} - i_{*_{α,ref}}^{g} - i_{g,α} \]
\[ Q_{β} = \psi_{f,β}^{t} - i_{*_{β,ref}}^{g} - i_{g,β} \]

FIG. 3 shows a common time profile for the filter output currents i_{g,1}, i_{g,2}, i_{g,3}. To illustrate the mode of action of the active damping according to the exemplary method explained above, FIG. 4 shows a time profile for the filter output currents i_{g,1}, i_{g,2}, i_{g,3}, in which undesirable oscillations in the filter output currents i_{g,1}, i_{g,2}, i_{g,3} are actively damped, so that these distortions are greatly reduced. In addition, the additional active decrease in harmonics according to the exemplary method described above brings about a further improvement in the reduction of harmonics.

All the steps of the method according to the disclosure can be implemented as software, these then being loaded onto a computer system, for example, particularly with a digital signal processor, and being able to be executed thereon. The digital delay times which arise in such a system, particularly for the calculations, can be taken into account in general fashion in the Park-Clarke transformation by means of the addition of an additional term to the fundamental frequency or, for example. In addition, the exemplary embodiment of the apparatus described in detail above can also be implemented in the computer system, particularly in a digital signal processor.

All in all, it has been possible to show that the exemplary embodiment of the apparatus—shown particularly in FIG. 1—for carrying out the disclosed method for the operation of the converter circuit can be implemented very easily and inexpensively, since the circuit complexity is extremely low and also only a small number of components is required for the design. This apparatus can therefore be used to carry out the method according to the disclosure particularly easily.

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the present invention can be embodied in other specific forms without departing from the spirit or essential characteristics thereof. The presently disclosed embodiments are therefore considered in all respects to be illustrative and not restricted. The scope of the invention is intended by the appended claims rather than the foregoing description and all changes that come within the meaning and range and equivalence thereof are intended to be embraced therein.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List of reference symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. converter unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. phase connection of the converter unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. LCL filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. control device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. actuation circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. first computation unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. first summator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. second summator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. second summation unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. third computation unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. fourth computation unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. fifth computation unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. sixth computation unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. seventh computation unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. low-pass filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. first hysteresis controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. second hysteresis controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. vector allocator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is claimed is:

I. A method for the operation of a converter circuit, wherein the converter circuit has a converter unit having a multiplicity of actuatable power semiconductor switches and an LCL filter which is connected to each phase connection of the converter unit, in which the actuatable power semiconductor switches are actuated by means of an actuation signal (S) formed from a hysteresis active power value (d_h) from a hysteresis reactive power value (d_q) and from a selected flux sector (θ_n), wherein

the hysteresis active power value (d_h) is formed from a differential active power value (P_{d,α}) by means of a first hysteresis controller, wherein

the differential active power value (P_{d,α}) is formed from the subtraction of an estimated active power value (P) and a damping active power value (P_{d,α}) from a reference active power value (P_{ref}), wherein the damping active power value (P_{d,α}) is formed from a multiplication, divided by an adjustable damping factor (k_d), of a low-pass-filtered d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages (ψ_{f,d}) by a d-component of the
Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\), wherein

the hysteresis reactive power value \(Q_{h_{g}}\) is formed from a differential reactive power value \(Q_{d_{g}}\) by means of a second hysteresis controller, wherein

the differential reactive power value \(Q_{d_{g}}\) is formed from the subtraction of an estimated reactive power value \(Q_{e_{g}}\) and a damping reactive power value \(Q_{d_{g}}\) from a reference reactive power value \(Q_{e_{g}}\), wherein

the damping reactive power value \(Q_{d_{g}}\) is formed from a negative multiplication, divided by the adjustable damping factor \(k_{d}\), of a low-pass filtered d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) by a q-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\).

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the low-pass filtered d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\), the d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\) and the q-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\) are formed from the filter capacitance currents \(i_{c1}, i_{c2}, i_{c3}\).

3. The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein the estimated active power value \(P_{e_{g}}\) and the estimated reactive power value \(Q_{e_{g}}\) are respectively formed from an \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\), from a \(y\)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\), from an \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\) and from a \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\).

4. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the estimated active power value \(P_{e_{g}}\) and the estimated reactive power value \(Q_{e_{g}}\) are respectively formed from an \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\), from a \(y\)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\) and from a \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\), wherein

the \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\) and from a \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) and from a \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\).

5. The method as claimed in claim 4, wherein the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) is formed from a current DC voltage \(u_{dc}\) for a capacitive energy store connected to the converter unit, from the actuation signal \(S\) and from the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\).

6. The method as claimed in claim 5, wherein the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) is formed from a present DC voltage value \(u_{dc}\) of the capacitive energy store connected to the converter unit, from the actuation signal \(S\) and from the \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\), wherein

a control device which is used to produce a hysteresis active power value \(d_{h}\), a hysteresis reactive power value \(d_{h}\) and a selected flux sector \(b_{h}\) and which is connected to the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) and from a \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\).

7. The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) is formed from a \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\), wherein

the compensation reactive power value \(Q_{c_{g}}\) is formed by low-pass filtering an estimated filter capacitance reactive power value \(Q_{e_{g}}\).

8. The method as claimed in claim 4, wherein the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) is formed from a \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\), wherein

the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) is formed by low-pass filtering an estimated filter capacitance reactive power value \(Q_{e_{g}}\).

9. The method as claimed in claim 8, wherein the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) is formed from a \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\), wherein

the compensation reactive power value \(Q_{c_{g}}\) is formed by low-pass filtering an estimated filter capacitance reactive power value \(Q_{e_{g}}\).

10. The method as claimed in claim 9, wherein the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) is formed from a \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\), wherein

the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) is formed by low-pass filtering an estimated filter capacitance reactive power value \(Q_{e_{g}}\).

11. The method as claimed in claim 5, wherein the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) is formed from a \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\), wherein

the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) is formed by low-pass filtering an estimated filter capacitance reactive power value \(Q_{e_{g}}\).

12. The method as claimed in claim 11, wherein the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) is formed from a \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents \(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\), wherein

the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance voltages \(u_{C_{GF}}\) is formed by low-pass filtering an estimated filter capacitance reactive power value \(Q_{e_{g}}\).
a first computation unit for forming the hysteresis active power value ($d_p$), the hysteresis reactive power value ($d_q$), and the selected flux sector ($\theta_s$), wherein the first computation unit has a first hysteresis controller for forming the hysteresis active power value ($d_p$) from a differential active power value ($P_{P_g}$), a second hysteresis controller for forming the hysteresis reactive power value ($d_q$) from a differential reactive power value ($Q_{P_g}$) and a vector allocator for forming the selected flux sector ($\theta_s$).

a first summator for forming the differential active power value ($P_{P_g}$) from the subtraction of an estimated active power value ($P$) and a damping active power value ($P_d$) from a reference active power value ($P_{ref}$).

a second summator for forming the differential reactive power value ($Q_{P_g}$) from the subtraction of an estimated reactive power value ($Q$) and a damping reactive power value ($Q_d$) from a reference reactive power value ($Q_{ref}$).

a second computation unit for forming the damping active power value ($P_d$) and the damping reactive power value ($Q_d$) wherein the damping active power value ($P_d$) is formed from a multiplication, divided by an adjustable damping factor ($k_d$), of a low-pass filtered d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages ($u_{Cap_d}$) by a d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages ($u_{Cap_d}$) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents ($i_{g1}$, $i_{g2}$, $i_{g3}$), and the damping reactive power value ($Q_d$) is formed from a negative multiplication, divided by the adjustable damping factor ($k_q$), of a low-pass filtered d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages ($u_{Cap_d}$) by a q-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages ($u_{Cap_q}$) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents ($i_{g1}$, $i_{g2}$, $i_{g3}$).

14. The apparatus as claimed in claim 13, wherein the second computation unit forms the low-pass filtered d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages ($u_{Cap_d}$), the d-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages ($u_{Cap_d}$) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents ($i_{g1}$, $i_{g2}$, $i_{g3}$), and the q-component of the Park-Clarke transformation of filter capacitance voltages ($u_{Cap_q}$) which has been filtered in respect of the fundamental of the filter output currents ($i_{g1}$, $i_{g2}$, $i_{g3}$), from the filter capacitance currents ($i_{g1}$, $i_{g2}$, $i_{g3}$).

15. The apparatus as claimed in claim 14, wherein the control device has a third computation unit for forming the estimated active power value ($P$) and the estimated reactive power value ($Q$) respectively from an q-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents ($i_{g_q}$) from a beta-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents ($i_{g_b}$) from an alpha-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes ($\Psi_{Le}$) and from a beta-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes ($\Psi_{Lq}$) and from a beta-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes ($\Psi_{Lq}$).

16. The apparatus as claimed in claim 13, wherein the control device has a third computation unit for forming the estimated active power value ($P$) and the estimated reactive power value ($Q$) respectively from a q-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents ($i_{g_q}$), from a beta-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents ($i_{g_b}$), from an alpha-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes ($\Psi_{Le}$) and from a beta-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes ($\Psi_{Lq}$).

17. The apparatus as claimed in claim 16, wherein the control device has a fourth computation unit for forming the alpha-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes ($\Psi_{Le}$) and the beta-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes ($\Psi_{Lq}$), wherein the alpha-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes ($\Psi_{Le}$) from an alpha-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes ($\Psi_{Cap_a}$) and from the alpha-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents ($i_{g_a}$) and the beta-component of the space vector transformation of filter output fluxes ($\Psi_{Lq}$) is formed from a beta-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes ($\Psi_{Cap_b}$) and the beta-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents ($i_{g_b}$) and the beta-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes ($\Psi_{Cap_b}$) and from the beta-component of the space vector transformation of filter output currents ($i_{g_b}$).

18. The apparatus as claimed in claim 17, wherein the control device has a fifth computation unit for forming the alpha-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes ($\Psi_{Cap_a}$) and the beta-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes ($\Psi_{Cap_b}$), wherein the alpha-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes ($\Psi_{Cap_a}$) is formed from a present DC voltage value ($u_{dc}$) for a capacitive energy store connected to the converter unit, from the actualization signal (S) and from the alpha-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents ($i_{g_a}$) and the beta-component of the space vector transformation of estimated filter capacitance fluxes ($\Psi_{Cap_b}$) is formed from the present DC voltage value ($u_{dc}$) of the capacitive energy store connected to the converter unit, from the actuation signal (S) and from the beta-component of the space vector transformation of phase connection currents ($i_{g_b}$).

19. The apparatus as claimed in claim 18, wherein the second summator is additionally supplied with a compensation reactive power value ($Q_{comp}$) for the purpose of forming the differential reactive power value ($Q_{diff}$), wherein the compensation reactive power value ($Q_{comp}$) is formed by low-pass filtering an estimated filter capacitance reactive power value ($Q_{Res}$) using a low-pass filter.

20. The apparatus as claimed in claim 17, wherein the second summator is additionally supplied with a compensation reactive power value ($Q_{comp}$) for the purpose of forming the differential reactive power value ($Q_{diff}$), wherein the compensation reactive power value ($Q_{comp}$) is formed by low-pass filtering an estimated filter capacitance reactive power value ($Q_{Res}$) using a low-pass filter.

21. The apparatus as claimed in claim 20, wherein the control device has a sixth computation unit for forming the estimated filter capacitance reactive power value ($Q_{Res}$) from the alpha-component of the space vector transformation of the filter capacitance currents ($i_{g_a}$), from the beta-component of the space vector transformation of the filter capacitance currents ($i_{g_b}$) from the alpha-component of the space vector transformation of the estimated filter capacitance fluxes ($\Psi_{Cap_a}$) and from the beta-component of the space vector transformation of the estimated filter capacitance fluxes ($\Psi_{Cap_b}$).

22. The apparatus as claimed in claim 21, wherein the first summator is additionally supplied with at least one compensation harmonic active power value ($P_{Har}$) for the fundamental of the filter output currents ($i_{g1}$, $i_{g2}$, $i_{g3}$) for the purpose of forming the differential active power value ($P_{diff}$) and wherein the second summator is additionally supplied with at least one compensation harmonic reactive power value ($Q_{Har}$) for the fundamental of the filter output currents ($i_{g1}$, $i_{g2}$, $i_{g3}$) for the purpose of forming the differential reactive power value ($Q_{diff}$).
23. The apparatus as claimed in claim 17, wherein the first summator is additionally supplied with at least one compensation harmonic active power value (\(P_a\)) for the fundamental of the filter output currents (\(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\)) for the purpose of forming the differential active power value (\(P_{ag}\)), and wherein the second summator is additionally supplied with at least one compensation harmonic reactive power value (\(Q_a\)) for the fundamental of the filter output currents (\(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\)) for the purpose of forming the differential reactive power value (\(Q_{ag}\)).

24. The apparatus as claimed in claim 23, wherein the control device (4) has a seventh computation unit for forming the compensation harmonic active power value (\(P_a\)) and the compensation harmonic reactive power value (\(Q_a\)) respectively from the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of the filter output currents (\(i_{ag1}\)), from the \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of the filter output currents (\(i_{ag2}\)), from the \(\alpha\)-component of the space vector transformation of the filter output fluxes (\(\psi_{ag1}\)) from the \(\beta\)-component of the space vector transformation of the filter output fluxes (\(\psi_{ag2}\)) and from the fundamental angle (out) for the fundamental of the filter output currents (\(i_{g1}, i_{g2}, i_{g3}\)).